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Abstract 
 

Diesel exhaust particles consist mainly of nanoparticles, the surfaces of which are covered with 
various organic chemicals such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), some of which are 
known to be mutagenic or carcinogenic. Because some of these chemicals are volatile or semi-volatile, 
the fact that a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) operates at normal ambient pressure represents an 
advantage over many impactor-type samplers, which operate at half atmospheric pressure or less. In 
this study, we used twin custom-made DMAs as a nanoparticle sampler, and increased the sampling 
flow rate for each DMA separately. The sampler was used to sample ambient aerosol particulate 
matter (PM) at the side of a road carrying heavy traffic over a 4-day period. The average sizes of the 
aerosol particles collected were 80 and 240 nm. The PAHs on these particles were collected on quartz 
fiber filters and measured by direct-injection thermal-desorption gas chromatography/mass 
spectrometry. Twelve PAHs (3- to 6-ring PAHs), including benzo(a)pyrene, were analyzed 
quantitatively. The nanoparticles collected by the DMA sampler were richer in 5- to 6-ring PAHs than 
PM2.5 particles sampled in parallel. Scanning electron microscopy of the nanoparticles deposited on 
the DMA electrodes showed that the 240-nm particles (as classified by the DMA) were agglomerates 
of soot particles with a unit size of around 50nm or less, whereas the 80-nm particles consisted of 
single nanoparticles or agglomerates of a few particles. 
 
Keywords: Differential mobility analyzer; Diesel exhaust particles; Nanoparticle; Carbon; Polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons; Aerosol sampler. 
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engines, generate exhaust nanoparticles 
containing various hydrocarbons. Following 
cooling in the vehicle’s tail pipe and ambient 
air, these substances start to coagulate and/or 
condense into accumulation mode particles, 
which are of submicron size and used to be 
categorized as PM2.5 particles (Kittelson,  
1998). PM2.5 particles are considered to be the 
main health hazard of air pollution (Dockery et 
al., 1993). Diesel exhaust particles (DEP) are 
the main constituent of ambient aerosol 
particles, in particular at road-sides near heavy 
traffic. A combination of a differential 
mobility analyzer (DMA) and a condensation 
particle counter (CPC) is a useful tool for 
measuring the size distributions of DEP and 
the fine fraction of ambient particulate matter 
(PM). Using these instruments, many studies 
have measured the size distributions of 
road-side aerosols in urban areas, including our 
previous study carried out in a metropolitan 
area of Tokyo (Hasegawa et al., 2004). The 
results showed a peak in the size range 
between 20 and 100 nm. 

The origins of the carbon nanoparticles in 
PM has been estimated to be DEP (Shi et al., 
2001; Watson et al., 2002; Sgro et al., 2003; 
Vogt et al., 2003; Philippin et al., 2004). 
Aerosol particles were sampled using 
electrostatic precipitators or impactors. The 
particles were deposited onto grids or plates 
for subsequent analysis by transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) or scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). The morphology 
of PM and DEP as determined by TEM or 
SEM has been described (Ishiguro et al., 1997; 
Wittmaack, 2002 and 2004). The aerosol 

particles appeared mostly in agglomerates of 
nanoparticles with diameters of 30 nm. 

Chemical analyses of the components have 
frequently been conducted to obtain 
information about the sources and hazards of 
ambient aerosols. Almost half of the particle 
mass of DEP consists of elemental carbon 
(EC). Their surfaces are covered with various 
kinds of organic carbon (OC) such as 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 
some of which are known to be mutagenic or 
carcinogenic. Size-selected samples obtained 
using low-pressure cascade impactors 
indicated different compositions for different 
sizes of particles (Venkataraman et al., 1994). 

When analyzing volatile and semi-volatile 
organic compounds, a DMA has an advantage 
over impactor-type nanoparticle-samplers in 
that it operates at normal ambient pressure, 
rather than at half atmospheric pressure or less. 
In this study, we used a custom-made 
nanoparticle sampler containing twin DMAs, 
and operated it at the side of a road carrying 
heavy traffic in Kawasaki, Japan. For the 
sampled PM, the sizes of which were 80 nm 
and 240 nm as classified by mobility diameter, 
we measured the PM mass, EC/OC mass, and 
quantitatively determined 12 PAHs. Also, the 
particles deposited on the electrodes of the 
DMAs were transferred to Nucleopore filters 
and observed by SEM. 
 
METHOD 
 
DMA Nanoparticle Sampler 

The structure of the DMA has been published 
previously (Myojo et al., 2002 and 2004). The 
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Sampling Flow Rate of the DMA annular-type DMA has 5-cm and 3-cm outer 
and inner electrode diameters and the effective 
length is 40 cm. The DMA was operated at 
sheath flow rates of 6 L/min for laboratory 
sampling and 12 L/min for both laboratory and 
field sampling. It is easy to disassemble and 
assemble the DMA compared with other 
commercially available DMAs. The cleaning 
of electrodes to avoid cross-contamination 
should be required before sampling because 
DMA is a kind of electrostatic precipitator. 

The potential disadvantage of a DMA used 
as a sampler is its low sampling flow rate. We 
therefore adjusted the sampling flow rate of the 
DMA to increase the sample amounts. In 
general, the electrical mobility, Zpc, of a 
particle extracted through the slit of an annular 
type DMA is as given by Knutsen and Whitby 
(1975):  
 
Zpc={Qc+(1/2)(Qa-Qs)}ln(r1/r2)/(2πVL) (1) 

Fig. 1 shows the sampling train used for field 
measurements, which consisted of two DMA 
nanoparticle samplers and a PM2.5 sampler. 
The PM2.5 impactor in this train was the PM2.5 
stage of a SIOUTAS impactor (Misra et al., 
2002) and was operated at 10 L/min (the 
designed flow rate of this impactor is 9 L/min). 
The sampling pumps were three sets of 
constant flow pumps (∑-500, Sibata Scientific 
Co., Tokyo). 

 
where Qa: aerosol flow, Qs: sample flow, Qc: 
sheath flow, r1/r2: electrode radius ratio, V: 
voltage on the electrode, L: electrode length. 

The width of the mobility spread, Zp, is 
calculated as: 
 
ΔZp =(Qa+Qs)ln(r1/r2)/(2πVL) (2) 
 

The relationship between the electrical 
mobility, Zp, and the particle diameter, dp, is 
calculated as:  

 

 

 
Zp = peCm/(3πμdp) (3) 
 
where p: number of charge, e: elementary 
charge, μ: viscosity, Cm: Cunningham’s 
correction factor. 

The relationship between the aerosol 
concentration, Δno, extracted through the DMA 
slit and the initial size distribution function of 
aerosol particles which have a positive (or 
negative) unit charge, Ni, of the size at Zpc 
was determined by Kousaka et al.(1985) and is 
given below: Fig. 1. The sampling train at the road-side at 

Ikegami-shincho.  
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Δno = Ni ΔZp (4) 
 
Under common DMA operating conditions, Qa 
= Qs, thus:  
 
Δno = Ni (2Qa/Qc) Zpc (5) 
 
As a result, the number of particles, N, 
collected on the filter per unit time is: 
 
N =Qa Ni (2Qa/Qc) Zpc (6) 
 

Eq. (6) means that if the aerosol flow rate, 
Qa, is increased, the mass sampled is also 
increased. This, if Qa is increased at the same 
sheath flow rate, the number of particles 
collected on the filter of the DMA outlet is 
proportional to the square of the sampling flow 
rate. 

In order to increase aerosol concentration in 
sampling flow, the adjustment of flow rates at 
DMA has been tried by Tobias et al. (2001). 
As they used two real-time aerosol monitors, 
mainly sheath flow rate, Qc, was reduced and 
Qa/Qc was 0.5. Eq. (6) showed that the 
increase of the aerosol flow rate, Qa, is more 
effective as a nanoparticle sampler.  
 
Charge Distribution of Ambient Aerosol 
Particles 

Another potential disadvantage of a DMA 
used as a sampler is that particles must be 
charged to go through the DMA. We chose 
bipolar equilibrium charging by radioactive ion 
source, which is commonly used. 

Sampled aerosol particles passed through an 
241Am ion source have an equilibrium charge 

state known as the Boltzmann equilibrium 
(Takahashi, 1971; Liu and Pui, 1974). 
However, Boltzmann’s law underestimates the 
charged fraction of nanoparticles, and thus 
Fuchs’ theory (1963) should be used. As 
Fuchs’ equations were complicated, we used 
empirical equations based on Fuchs’ theory 
presented by Wiedensohler (1988). Calculated 
results for 50 to 240-nm particles are shown in 
Table 1. As we plan to compare the 
performance with low-pressure-type Andersen 
samplers (Tokyo Dylec Co. Tokyo), the sizes 
in the table were chosen based on the middle 
values for the 50% cut diameters (60, 120, 200 
and 300 nm) of the last four stages of the 
sampler. 

DMA extracts particles that have the same 
mobility. The charge distribution shown in 
Table 1 means that not only single-charged 
particles (p = 1) but also double- (p = 2) and 
triple- (p = 3) charged particles, which are 
larger than single-charged particles, are 
collected on the filter. SMPS or other 
measuring instruments using DMA eliminate 
the effects of multi-charged particles during 
the process of calculating the size distributions. 
However, the ratio of particles with double or 
larger charges needs to be considered for the 
application of the DMA nanoparticle sampler. 
 
Performance Tests for the DMA 

Before field application, we evaluated the 
performance of the DMA at a high sampling 
flow rate.  The concentrations or size 
distribution of the aerosol particles classified 
by the DMA were measured by CPC (TSI 
model 3022) or Scanning Mobility Particle 
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Table 1. Selected electrical mobility of particle and their size and charge distributions. 
Mobility number of charge p = +1 p = +2 p = +3 

9.3E-4 (cm2/Vs) dp (nm) 50 73 92 
Fuchs R (-) 0.170 0.017 0.001 

4.0E-4 (cm2/Vs) dp (nm) 80 120 154 
Fuchs R (-) 0.205 0.042 0.009 

1.4E-4 (cm2/Vs) dp (nm) 150 235 314 
Fuchs R (-) 0.215 0.080 0.031 

6.7E-5 (cm2/Vs) dp (nm) 240 397 546 
Fuchs R (-) 0.194 0.091 0.046 

 
Sizer (SMPS; TSI model 3071 with model 
3010) at our laboratory. The test aerosol used 
in this study was an ambient aerosol with 
additional incense smokes in a test chamber 
(25 m3). The test chamber, as shown in 
previous work (Ono-Ogasawara et al., 2008a), 
supplied stable concentration of aerosol during 
tests.  
 

Analysis of Carbon and PAHs 
Quartz fiber filters (Whatman QMA, 

Whatman International Ltd., UK) were used to 
collect the particles at the DMA outlets. The 
filters had been heated at 400°C for 2 hours 
and weighed before sampling. The mass of 
aerosol particles was measured using a 
microbalance with a sensitivity of 10 μg; 
however, the amounts were insufficient 
(several were less than 10 μg) for measurement 
during field sampling. The mass of EC and OC 
on the filters was also determined using a 
carbon analyzer (Sunset Lab, OR, USA), based 
on NIOSH analytical method 5040 (Birch and 
Cary, 1996). DRI (Desert Research Institute) 
method (Chow et al., 1993) is commonly used 
to measure EC and OC in ambient aerosol 
particles but our accessibility to the 

instruments was main reason to choose the 
method. Uncertainty of measurement of the 
carbon analyzer is around 1 μg. 

The PAHs on the particles collected on the 
quartz fiber filters were measured by a 
direct-injection gas chromatography/mass 
spectrometry (GC/MS) method 
(Ono-Ogasawara et al., 2008a, b). Analysis 
was performed on a Porais Q Ion Trap GC/MS 
system (ThermoQuest, U.S.A), which consists 
of a FOCUS-DTD (Direct Thermal 
Desorption) system (GL Science, Japan). As a 
standard sample, SRM 1649a was used in this 
study. SRM 1649a is distributed by the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST, U.S.A) with certified analytical data for 
various chemical substances such as PAHs and 
polychlorinated biphenyls. Twelve PAHs (3- to 
6-ring PAHs) including benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) 
were analyzed quantitatively within 25 minutes 
without any treatment. The detection limit of 
this method was less than 1 ng for each PAH. 
 
Field Application 

The DMA nanoparticle sampler shown in 
Fig. 1 was operated at the monitoring station 
near a road crossing in Ikegami-shincho, 
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Kawasaki, Japan. The main road passing 
through north east (to Tokyo) to south west (to 
Yokohama), which is 40 m wide and has 
double decks. The other road leading south 
east from the crossing is 25 m wide and 
connects to the industrial zone of Kawasaki. 
Around 60,000 vehicles use this road every 
day, 40% of which are heavy-duty trucks 
(Uehara et al., 2007). Several other monitoring 
instruments, including the SMPS (TSI model 
3034), were also installed in the station, 
allowing us to obtain size distribution data for 
the ambient aerosols at the site. 

The nanoparticle sampler was set to collect 
aerosol particles of 80 and 240 nm. Before 
field measurement, the DMA units, 
particularly the electrodes, were cleaned in a 
clean room and carefully reassembled. 
Sampling was conducted over 12 consecutive 
days in January-February 2005. It did not rain 
on any of the sampling days. The ambient 
temperature was ranging from 2 to 11ºC. The 
filters were changed three times and the 
chemical analytical data presented in this study 
were for the first four days. 

We observed particles deposited on the 
surfaces of electrodes. After 12 days sampling 
at the site, the DMAs were disassembled in a 
clean room. The particles deposited on the 
surfaces of the long, cylindrical electrodes 
could not be observed directly by SEM. 
Therefore, we cut small pieces of Nucleopore 
filter (pore size = 100 nm) and fixed them onto 
individual aluminum cells (10 mm in diameter 
and 5 mm in thickness) using 
conductive-carbon sticky-tape. We gently 
touched the filter paper pieces against the 

electrode surface, rolling the cell a few times 
to ensure adequate transfer of the particles to 
the filter paper. A platinum coater was used to 
ion-coat the cell before SEM observation. A 
field emission type SEM (Hitachi S-4700) was 
used to observe the morphology of the 
particles deposited on the electrodes. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Performance of DMA Nanoparticle Sampler 

When sampling, the flow rate, Qa, of the 
DMA was adjusted from 0.6 L/min to 2 L/min. 
Fig. 2 shows the size settings of the DMA and 
the particle concentration in the sampling flow 
measured by CPC (TSI model 3022). The 
particle concentration was increased almost 
3-fold by increasing the flow rate, as predicted 
by Eq. (5); this means that the aerosol 
concentration increases proportionally to an 
increase in Qa/Qc. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The particle concentration of an 
ambient (indoor air) aerosol, measured at the 
DMA outlet using a condensation particle 
counter (TSI model 3022). 
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Fig. 3. The size distribution of a DMA outlet aerosol (incense smoke) measured by SMPS (TSI model 
3071 with model 3010). The aerosol flow rate of the DMA was changed from 0.6 to 2 L/min. 

 
The size distribution of the particles 

classified by the DMA was measured by 
SMPS (TSI model 3071 with model 3010) and 
the results are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows 
the size distribution for 80nm particles at 
Qa/Qc = 0.1. If we set the DMA to perform 
steeper separation, we could not eliminate 
some of the double-charged particles. Fig. 3(b) 
shows the size distributions for 80nm particles 
at Qa/Qc = 0.33. When we increased Qa/Qc, 
the mobility spread, ΔZp, was expanded and 
the peaks for single- and double-charged 
particles overlapped. If we accept to sample 
both single- and double-charged particles using 
the DMA nanoparticle sampler, we can 
increase Qa/Qc to increase sampling mass, for 
example, Qa/Qc = 0.5 as Tobias et al. (2001). 

As Eqs. (5) and (6) indicated that a higher 
aerosol flow rate will collect a larger mass of 
particles, we finally set the operating 
conditions for the DMA nanoparticle sampler 
to a sheath flow rate, Qs, of 12 L/min and a 
sampling flow rate, Qa, of 4 L/min. The 
performance of the DMA nanoparticle sampler 

at the four size settings listed in Table 1 is 
shown in Fig. 4. The distributions of the 
particle sizes chosen for field operation, i.e. 80 
and 240 nm, were separated from each other, 
as in Fig. 4. The optimum flow rate ratio, 
Qa/Qc, for the sampler will thus need to be 
confirmed in future studies.  
 

 

Fig. 4. The size distribution of a DMA outlet 
aerosol (incense smoke) measured by SMPS 
(TSI model 3071 with model 3010). The 
sheath flow rate was set at 12 L/min and the 
aerosol flow rate at 4 L/min. 
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Field Application 
Aerosol Concentration 
Table 2 summarizes the data for the particles 

sampled on the filters. The mass of particles 
collected on the filters of the DMA 
nanoparticle sampler was insufficient for 
measurement by a microbalance. However, it 
was sufficient for chemical analysis. 
Uncertainty regarding the mass measurement 
was caused partly by the absorption of water 
vapor and gaseous OC on the quartz fiber 
filters compared with Teflon filters. Therefore, 
a high-performance microbalance (with a 
sensitivity of less than 1 μg) may not solve the 
problem. The results from the carbon analyzer 
showed that the 240-nm particles consisted of 
EC and OC whereas the 80-nm particles 
consisted mainly of OC. The sampled 
nanoparticles were richer in 5- to 6-ring PAHs 
than PM2.5; this is illustrated by the data for 
BaP, a typical substance found in DEP.  

We then calculated the mass of the particles 
using SMPS data and the values in Table 1, as 
shown in Table 3. The table shows the 
calculation process for each number of charged 
particles. The calculated mass, M, on the filter 
of the sampler can be expressed as:  
 

Mp=1 to 3 = (πdp3/6) (Rp=1 to 3) (ρeffect) (ni v 
dlogdp) (7) 
 
where dp is the diameter of the particles 
(assumed to be spherical), Rp=1 to 3 is the charge 
distribution of the particles which have p 
charge(s) (see Table 1), ρeffect is the effective 
density, ni is the size distribution function of 
particles within the size ranges (peak diameters 

are 83 nm and 245 nm) measured by SMPS, v 
is the sampling air volume as shown in Table 3. 
The size range, dlogdp, was 0.35 for all sizes 
during these measurements and was calculated 
as follows: 
 
dlogdp = 0.5 log(dpZp-ΔZp / dpZp+ΔZp) (8) 
 
where dpZp-ΔZp and dpZp+ΔZp are the 
corresponding diameters at the mobilities 
Zp-ΔZp and Zp+ΔZp. We summed the mass 
values for single- to triple-charged particles (p 
= 1 to 3) as shown in Table 3. The 240-nm 
particles included 5% triple-charged particles, 
as shown in Table 1, but these triple-charged 
particles (around 550 nm particles) were not 
observed by SMPS. The estimated mass (25 
μg) of 80-nm particles was similar to the 
measured mass (30 μg) for ρeffect =1 g/cm3. The 
difference between the estimated mass (92 μg) 
and the measured mass (50 μg) for 240-nm 
particles was considerable for ρeffect =1 g/cm3. 

McMurry et al. (2002) measured the 
relationship between electrical mobility and 
mass for nano-size to submicron-size particles 
in urban atmospheric aerosols. Observed 
values for effective densities of these aerosol 
particles were classified into less massive 
particles (0.25-0.64 g/cm3) and more massive 
particles (1.7-2.2 g/cm3). They suggested that 
the less massive particles consisted of 
chain-agglomerate soot. Densities and fractal 
dimensions have also been studied by other 
groups (Maricq et al., 2000; Olfert et al., 2007; 
Symonds et al., 2007). 

Park et al. (2003) measured DEP mass and 
reported that the effective density of 50-nm 
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Table 2. Measured data at heavy traffic road side. 
 PM2.5 80 nm DMA 240 nm DMA 
Sampling volume, V (m3) 11.2 22.4 21.8 
Collected particle mass* (μg) 600 30 50 
OC (μg) 195 23.5 28.9 
EC (μg) 172 5.4 12.0 
Total PAH (ng)  239 22.9 51.8 
BaP (ng) 12.9 1.5 3.8 

*Sensitivity of the microbalance used in this study was 10 μg 
 

Table 3. Measurement results at 2005/1/24–28, Ikegemi-shincho, Kawasaki. 
DMA               d log dp: 0.35 
 80 nm DMA  240 nm DMA  
p: number of charge p = +1 p = +2 p = +3  p = +1 p = +2 p = +3   
dp (nm) 80 120 154  240 397 546  
ni (average for the days) 38100 26000 16200  6030 1190 NA  
R (-) 0.205 0.042 0.009  0.194 0.09 0.046  
effective density (g/cm3) 1 1 1  1 1   
mass(μg) 16 7 2  64 27 NA  

estimated mass from size distribution data (g) 25    92 

effective density (g/cm3)* 0.84 0.67 0.55  0.36 0.3** NA  
mass(μg) 13 5 1  23 8   
estimated mass from size distribution data (μg) 19    31 
         
Measurement results 2005/1/24-28 
Mass on the filter (g)    30    50 
Total carbon on the filter (μg)    28.9    40.9 
         
Calculated ideal sampling of target particles 
Total mass of p = 1 p = 1 p = 1   p = 1 p = 1   
dp (nm) 80 80   240 240   
ni (average for the days) 38100 38100   6030 6030   
R (-) 1 1   1 1   
effective density (μg/cm3) 1 0.84   1 0.36   
estimated mass(μg) 78 65   333 120   
*interpolated from data by Park et al. (2003) 
**estimated from data by Park et al. (2003) 
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particles sampled by DMA was almost 1 g/cm3 
but the density of 240-nm particles was half 
that of 80-nm particles. They observed 
chain-agglomerates of DEP which had low 
density. As shown in Table 3, we also 
estimated particle density based on the data by 
Park et al. (2003) and recalculated the particle 
mass. Recalculated mass was 19 μg of 80-nm 
particles and 31 μg of 240-nm particles. Our 
results showed good agreement with the 
measured mass and the total amount of carbon. 
This suggests that the ambient particles 
sampled at the roadside near heavy traffic 
contain carbon-rich agglomerates. 

The DMA nanoparticle sampler collects 
only charged particles on the filter, and the 
ratio of charged particles shown in Table 3 is 
less than unity. In order to estimate the 
collection performance of the sampler, we 
calculated the total mass on the target size, 
shown in last line of Table 3. Although around 
one third of the mass of particles in sampled 
aerosol are collected by the DMA sampler, we 

can estimate the mass collected on the filter of 
the DMA sampler theoretically and 
experimentally. 
 
Particle Morphology  

Fig. 5 shows the particles deposited on the 
electrode of the 80-nm DMA. The location on 
the electrode (10, 20 or 38 cm from the aerosol 
inlet, with a tolerance of ± 1 cm) corresponds 
to the classified size of particles shown in the 
figure. As we expanded ΔZp, the location on 
the electrode was not shown to be highly 
size-selective; however, nanoparticles could 
easily be observed without any interference by 
larger particles. 

In ambient particles sampled at the road-side, we 
found non-volatile nanoparticles consisted of a 
single particle or agglomerates of a few particles. 
These nanoparticles were presumably consisting of 
elemental carbon. Although the mass of OC (which 

includes volatile species, such as those found in 
secondarily formed nanoparticles) was larger 
than the mass of EC, as shown in Table 3, we

 

 

Fig. 5. Ambient particles deposited at three points on the 80-nm DMA electrode surface (transferred to 
a Nucleopore filter with a pore size of 100 nm). 
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could not observe these OC particles in SEM 
photos because they evaporated from the 
particles or totally disappeared under the 
high-vacuum conditions required for electron 
microscopy. 

Fig. 6 shows the particles deposited on the 
electrode of the 240-nm particle DMA. SEM 
observation of the deposited particles also 
indicated that the 240-nm particles classified 
by DMA were agglomerates of around 50 
nm-particles. These agglomerates were 
commonly observed in diesel soot particles and 
had a lower density than compact particles. 
The different deposition sites collected 
differently sized particles or agglomerates. The 
sizes and shapes of these particles were similar 
to those of the DEP reported by Park et al. 
(2003). 
 
PAHs in Sampled PM 

The profiles of the PAHs in roadside PM 
sampled by the 80-nm DMA, the 240-nm 
DMA and the PM2.5 detector are shown in Fig. 
7 (a-c). Each DMA sample shows a different 

profile and the PM collected by the DMA 
samplers is richer in 5- to 6-ring PAHs than the 
PM2.5 sample. Chrysene (CHR) is observed in 
the highest concentration among the PAHs in 
PM sampled by the DMA nanosamplers, 
whereas pyrene (PYR) levels are highest in 
PM2.5. The total level of PAHs in the samples 
classified by the DMA sampler is almost 
one-tenth of of that found in in PM2.5, but the 
total mass of, and amounts of PAH in, the 
original particle sample was estimated to be 
around 3 times higher than the values shown 
here, as discussed above. 

Total and individual PAH concentrations 
measured at the site were similar to the values 
for PAHs in the particulate phase found during 
roadside monitoring by Harrison et al. (1996); 
Schauer et al. (2003); Ciganek et al. (2004) 
and many other studies. In this paper, we have 
focused on the performance of the DMA 
nanoparticle sampler. A detailed discussion 
regarding the chemical analysis of the 
collected particles will be presented separately. 

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Ambient particles deposited at three points on the 240-nm DMA electrode surface (transferred 
to a Nucleopore filter with a pore size of 100 nm). 
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Fig. 7. PAH concentrations in samples collected at Ikegami-shincho. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

DMAs can be successfully used as 
nanoparticle samplers similar to impactors 
when the flow ratio (Qa/Qc) is increased. The 
DMA nanoparticle sampler will collect 
nanoparticles following charge distribution 
theory shown in this study. Additionally, 
size-selected nanoparticles collected on the 
DMA electrodes can be observed using SEM. 

A few tens of micrograms of particulates 
were collected on the filters at the side of a 
busy road over four days. This was not enough 
to allow gravimetric methods to be used to 
determine the mass concentration, but was 
sufficient to allow chemical analysis such as 
carbon analysis and PAH identification using 
GC/MS.  
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